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The greatest challenge of Fundamental Physics

Energy density of the Universe 
is dominated by Vacuum component!

Vacuum energy from Particle Physics Vacuum energy from Cosmology

Hypothesis about time-independent
Λ-term = Dark Energy (74%)

Ooops!

“…the worst theoretical prediction 
in the history of physics!“ (Hobson 2006)

and more…

QCD

EW



Cancellation of QCD component at large distances

Induced due to quantum 
tunneling of quark and gluon 
fields between topologically 

different states

A contribution of  a different nature should cancel it, 

but existing at the same hadron scale ~ 200 MeV!

Two possibilities:

• hypothesis about the existence of cosmological Yang-Mills fields in Nature
(homogeneous/isotropic gluon field with unbroken symmetry at cosmological scales)

…no physical arguments against it
…can be created during Inflation    (e.g. Adshead’12, Elizalde’12, Maeda’12)

• there are extra (non-topological) contributions to QCD vacuum energy
(which cancel the instanton one due to a fine-tuning of QCD parameters)



Possibility I: Cosmological Yang-Mills

Freedman flat Universe:
Classical EYM fields equations
(“radiation” medium):

In Hamilton gauge and 
homogeneous/isotropic 

Universe:

Non-linear solution:

Classical EYM equations are unstable (form non-invariant) 
w.r.t. radiation corrections!

e.g. Savvidi et al ’79, ’81



“Time instantons” cancel “topological instantons”! 

Classical EYM fields equations (w/o matter):

instanton QCD 
vacuum contribution

observable cosmol.
constant

time

YM potential

Simple! System 
with minimal energy!



Possibility II: Topological vs collective contributions

Quantum-wave (hadronic)
fluctuations

Quantum-topological (instanton)
fluctuations

exist at the same
typical space-time scales

Taking into account ONLY
metastable hadrons 



Zeldovich-Sakharov-Kardashev scenario

Ya. Zeldovich (1967):

Characteristic mass scale 
of elementary particles

Gravitational constant

A. Sakharov (1967): 

extra terms describing an effect of graviton exchanges between identical particles 
(bosons occupying the same quantum state) should appear in the 
right hand side of Einstein equations 
(averaged over quantum ensemble)

Basic idea:

Virtual identical particles in vacuum

Graviton

Gravity-induced Λ-term

…first quantum gravity
correction to “bare” vacuum!

N. Kardashev (1997):

Only NPT QCD vacuum at lowest 
(hadron) scales of Particle Physics 
gives rise to observable Λ-term 



Quasiclassical (semiquantum) gravity

Metric operator

Macroscopic geometry 
(c-number part) Quantum graviton field

Action

Heisenberg state vector containing 
info about initial states of 

all fields exists!

Independent variations over classical and quantum fields:

Averaging over initial states

e.o.m. for macroscopic geometry

e.o.m. for graviton field

same operator eqns:



Metric fluctuations in exponential parameterization
Independent variations fix the exponential parameterization:

up to quadratic terms in graviton field we get:

where

with energy-momentum tensor of gravitons

e.o.m. for macroscopic geometry

e.o.m. for 
graviton field



Gluodynamics with vacuum anomaly
Let us now include non-perturbative gluon and quark fields 

fluctuations into quasiclassical gravity theory!

We need energy-momentum tensor for NPT vacuum 
fluctuations with conformal anomalies!

Basic recipe:

operator RG equation
Invariant operator
of least dimensionstress tensor operator

can now be incorporated 
into quasiclassical gravity!

(after covariant generalization)



QCD vacuum energy-momentum tensor

correlation length of fluctuations!

instead of 11 for 
pure gluodynamics!

Averaged conformal anomaly!



Λ-term calculation



Λ-term calculation



Summary
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